Vanamahotsava – 10th July 2013

This academic year NSS activities started with the celebration of vanamahotsava. All the N.S.S. volunteers cleaned the college garden planted several flowering plant saplings and created awareness about a forestation.

Inauguration ceremony- 26th July 2013

The inaugural function of the NSS activities for this academic year was conducted. The chief guest Mrs. Mythreyee S kumar, Dream school foundation, Bangalore enlightened the students about the importance of social work asked the students to develop humbleness, dedication and observation qualities. Dr. Nagarathna. A. our college principal spoke and encouraged the students to join the NSS for their overall development, NSS officer Mr. Surendra A S spoke about the activities of the NSS. The programme was followed oath taking ceremony by NSS students.

Solar energy awareness – 05rd August 2013

A Solar energy awareness programme conducted in association with MSRIT NSS unit. NSS students gave awareness to school students and the people surrounding the college about the importance of solar energy and asked the people and students use solar energy products instead of conventional appliances and save energy.

Independence Day celebration - 15th August 2013

Independence Day was celebrated in the college campus. Principal of our college hoisted the flag spoke about the dedication of freedom fighters and asked the students to inculcate their values to succeed in life. NSS students, other
students and staff members were present the occasion. NSS students clean the campus after the function.

**Eco-Ganesha campaign - 29th August 2013**

A campaign was conducted to create awareness about the use of eco-friendly Ganesha idols which was depicted by several posters and banners. The volunteers also taken pledge to keep and support paint less Ganesha idols and leave the idols in a bucket of water rather than to lakes to avoid water pollution. We also spread the importance of Eco-Ganesha by distributing the pamphlets printed with the diseases due to water pollution caused by immersing Painted Ganesha idols in lakes.

**Blood donation camp - 30th August 2013**

The blood donation camp was held in the MSRCASC auditorium in association with Dr. Rajkumar blood bank. The camp was inaugurated by Dr. Nagarathna principal of MSRCASC. The NSS volunteers along with the students from various streams of our college donated blood and 188 units of blood collected.

**IDL Blind band function- 7th September 2013**

IDL a NGO organization, a school for blind has organized a programme in M. S. Ramaiah dental college. The programme involved a orchestra by blind students. Our NSS students worked as volunteers in the smooth conduct of the programme.

**Orphanage visit – 28th September 2013**

The volunteers along with the NSS officer Mr. Surendra A S. visited an orphanage by name SAMRAKSHANA ANATHA ASHRAMA located in Kengeri, Bengaluru run by Mr. Jadugar jagannath. We donated groceries, old clothes and toys collected from our college students. The volunteers spent time with the orphan kids.
Voluntary blood donation day - 1st October 2013

October 1st happens to be National Voluntary Blood Donation Day. It was celebrated by Karnataka State AIDS Prevention Society in Chowdiah Memorial Hall, Kodandarampura, Bangalore., by conducting one day workshop on “Role of colleges in taking Karnataka towards 100% voluntary blood donation”. The chief guest of the function Mr. Abdul kader, health minister after inaugurating the function spoke about the importance of the blood donation by the youths. This was followed by the blood donation awareness programmes. 20 NSS volunteers from our college have attended this workshop.

Gandhi Jayanti celebration – 3rd October 2013

Ganagi Jayanthi celebrated in college auditorium in collaboration with Dept of Holistic education. Mr. Jeevan kumar, Dept of Gandhian studies, Bangalore University, Bangalore was the chief guest for the function. Mr. Jeevan kumar spoke about “relevance of Gandhian values in modern life”. This was followed by Bhajans and Gandhijis life history by students.

National youth day celebration – 17th Jan 2014

National youth day was celebrated to mark the 151th birth anniversary of Swami vivakanada. Mr. Jadugar jagannath of Samrakshana orphanage inaugurated the function and encouraged the students about Swami vivekananda views through his magic tricks. NSS students, other students and staffs present on this occasion.

Republic day - 26th January 2014

Republic day was celebrated commonly by M S Ramaiah group of institutions. The principal of M S R polytechnic hoisted the flag. Principals, staffs, NSS students and other students from various courses present.

Dental check up camp – 3rd and 4th March 2014
A dental check was organized by NSS and Red Cross units of the college in collaborations with the M S Ramaiah Dental college. Students of various streams and staffs have benefited from this event up camp.

NSS SPECIAL CAMP REPORT
Date: 14-03-14 TO 20-03-14
Place: Ivarakandapura grama, Hesaraghatta, Bengaluru North.

14/03/14
All the NSS volunteers reached the camp site at 2 o’clock. All the volunteers settled in the given place. At 4pm students are divided in to five groups and rules regulations of the camp are of the read out and responsibilities are given to teams. In the evening students visited the homes, a population survey was conducted and interacted with villagers and introduced themselves to villagers.

15/03/14
Day started with the flag hoisting in the early morning. All the students involved themselves in arrangement for the inaugural function of NSS camp. Students visited the village homes and invited for the inaugural function. The inaugural function started at 11.30 a. m. Shri. Munivenkatappa, G. P. Hulichikanalli, assumed the chief guest and Shri. S. T. Basavarajayya, president, agriculture bank, Hesaraghatta presided the function. Villagers, school students, school teachers witnessed the function. Shri. S. T. Basavarajayya spoke about history of the Hesaraghatta and asked the villagers to get the benefits from the NSS activities. NSS officer Mr. Surendra A S spoke about the events planned in the seven day camp and asked the villagers to support the student activities. Shri.
Shrinivas, president, G. P., Hesaraghatta, Shri. Devaraj, ex president, G. P., Hulichikanalli, Shri. Dr. Shankaralingappa, principal, Govt. p. u. college, Hesaraghatta and Shri. Pattegar, Head masters Govt. High school, Hesaraghatta were present on this occasion. Evening the students dehoisted the flag after visited the village homes and give awareness about the importance of hygiene and health.

16/03/14

Day started with the flag hoisting in the early morning followed exercise. After having breakfast Students involved themselves in cleaning the primary health centre campus and planted the plant saplings around the campus. In the afternoon students visited the poultry, piggery, fishery and cattle farms and collected information about their rearing and benefits. Evening students dehoisted the flag and visited the village homes and spread awareness about the Malaria and Dengue diseases. This is followed by cultural in the night.

17/03/14

The day started with flag hoisting in the early morning followed by exercise. NSS students cleaned the primary school surrounding in Shramadhan activity. Afternoon volunteers visited the primary school and took the classes for the students about moral science, Craft and quiz. In the evening students dehoisted the flag and visited village homes and gave the information about the Rabies disease. In the night students performed cultural activities.

18/03/14

Day started with the flag hoisting in the early morning followed by the Yoga class by Ramakrishnaia youth red cross officer, MSRCASC. Students conducted a Jatha about Plastic awareness and collected the plastic discarded in the village and spread the awareness about harmful effects of plastic.
NSS students conducted a Blood grouping and the Hemoglobin check for the PUC students of the village. NSS students visited the village homes and spread awareness about the Lung cancer and the Breast cancer.

Evening students dehoisted the flag after gave the information about the various Government schemes related to health to the villagers. In the night at 8 p.m. volunteers performed a skit on HIV awareness in front of the temple.

19/03/14

After flag hoisting in the morning students carry on with the shramadhan. NSS students cleaned the Govt. pre university college campus. After Shramadhan volunteers visited Nruthygrama, a Gurukul where a Odissy cultural dance is taught. Students thrilled by seeing the cultural dance practice in Nruthyagrama. Students visited a Ashram ISCON nearby Nruthyagrma, Hesaraghatta . Evening the students hoisted the flag after volunteers visited the village homes and aware the village people about cleanliness and hygien.

20/03/14

Day started with flag hoisting followed by Shramadhan. NSS students cleaned the place around the camp site that is at Govt. pre university college, Hesaraghatta. After Shramadhan volunteers made the arrangements for valedictory function. The valedictory function started at 11.30am. The principal of Hesaraghatta P.U.College Dr. Shankaralingappa M. L. was the chief guest and Shri. B. S. Jayaram, vice principal, MSRCASC., preside over the function. Dr. Nagarathna A, principal MSRCASC, Head masters of Primary and high school, School teachers, Villagers, School students, Shri. Shrinivas, president, G. P., Hesaraghatta, Shri. Devaraj , ex president, G. P., Hulichikanalli, Shri. Pattegar, Head master Govt. High school, Hesaraghatta were present on the occasion.
Shri. Dr. Shankaralingappa M. L. expressed happiness about success of the camp and praised the students for their hard work and wishes them good luck in life and asked the students to carry on these kinds of activities in their life also. Our college principal thanked all villagers, teachers for cooperating with camp members. Principal handed over a Water filter to High school Head master donated by our college and distributed the gifts for the people who helped in the success of the camp. NSS students thanked all the villagers for their cooperation and left the camp site at 3.00pm with heavy hearted.